
Why are some hospices 
able to generate £millions 

from their lottery programmes 
& most hospital charities 

are struggling to generate 1/10th of that?

Because adult & children’s hospices 
have used the power of 
face-to-face recruitment 

to unlock the full potential of their
lotteries & Regular Giving Programmes.

We can help you grow your lottery income 
to £1million per year within 5 years,

because we know how to 
responsibly & successfully 

recruit face-to-face within hospitals
for hospital charities.
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“If you want other people to be interested in what you are saying,  
say something that is interesting to other people 

& try & say it in an interesting way.” 

It is not an accident that we called ourselves a partnership. It is very much a team effort to 
run our company & we believe in the power of teamwork & collaboration rather than being a 
“one-man band”. Our current charity partners will tell you about how our partnership 
approach creates a genuinely different relationship & adds additional value.

We provide ourselves on being a values-driven company & we say that you can read our 
values from our practices & decisions - that the company values run through everything that 
we do like the lettering in a stick of rock. 

We want to use our skills and our expertise to help hospital charities raise more money so 
they can do more money for the community they serve, and we also want local people to 
have the opportunity to support the hospitals that they love.

Yours in partnership

Hello everybody & welcome to this brochure 
produced by The Fundraising Partnership.

Clearly, the purpose of this document is to 
promote the company & hopefully help us find 
new charity partners, but we wanted to do more 
than just provide a bland corporate advert.

Instead, we wanted to share with you our 
excitement about the potential for high quality 
face to face fundraising to transform the income 
of hospital charities.

K e v i n  M a n n
M a n a g i n g  D i r e c t o r
T h e  F u n d r a i s i n g  P a r t n e r s h i p



Why have charity lotteries
been so successful?

It’s not about the lottery it’s about 
face-to-face supporter recruitment

Charities are raising 

increasing amounts from 

lottery programmes & its 

growing year on year.

The secret is that it isn’t 

about the lotteries at all.

This growth has happened whilst the reputation 

of the national lottery has tanked & growing 

concern about gambling problems in society.

The real story is that it isn’t about the lottery at all its about face-to-face 

recruitment of small amount long term donors to appealing good causes.

People in charity lotteries are not really lottery players at all they are charity 

supporters that have been recruited into a lottery programme because its fun & 

affordable & they have been actively asked.



Why have charity lotteries
been so successful?

Nearly all hospice lottery 
supporters have been 
recruited face-to-face

You build this with cause led face-to-face fundraisers taking the message out to 

people about the amazing work of hospital charities & recruiting them into a 

very attractive & affordable way to give & make a difference.

We believe that Hospital charities are 

missing out on a really important income 

source & an opportunity to engage the 

local community as active supporters of 

the local hospitals that they love.

The income potential for each hospital 

charity is significant. Not just the regular 

unrestricted income from the lottery but 

the pipeline of warm prospects for legacy 

giving.

But although lotteries can be a great form 

of gamified giving, these supporters don’t 

join just because they can be in a draw.

The join because they have been actively 

recruited & to feel part of something & 

make a difference.



Charity lotteries are small 
regular donor programme

Lottery programmes and Regular Giving Programmes 
are variations of the same concept. 

If you recruit face to face you can create a large supporter base with an annual 

income to match and the potential to yield additional contributions. 

If you sell the cause and not the form of donation you get better long- term 

support. Selling charities as lotteries actually makes them less effective.

The reason that hospices have grown their lotteries is because they have had 

the investment on face to face and Regular Giving hasn’t. Done the right way it 

doesn’t actually matter whether you are promoting regular giving or lottery at 

all. You can do either or both using almost the same approach.

Lots of people,
giving a small amount regularly, 
to make a bid difference 
together.

Lots of people 
giving a small amount regularly, 
for a long time.



Simplicity

Cause

Belonging

Ask

What gets people into small 
regular donor programmes?

Small regular donations are easy

to understand. We don’t ask for a

lot from each person so its not a

big decision & (nearly) everyone 

can be included.

We just ask people to keep doing 

and we recruit lots of supporters. 

Its appealing simple, quick & 

straightforward with no catch.

The primary motivations for long-

term lottery or regular giving 

supporters is the charity & the 

cause. Its not the lottery or the 

prizes or gift aid. 

People want to give to their local

hospital & make a difference, but

no one is actively asking them.

People have an emotional bond to

their local hospital. If they

support it, they want to feel part 

of it.

Make them feel valued & show 

the difference they make through

a good, subtle supporter journey 

strategy & they will keep giving & 

give in extra ways.

No one does this unless they are

asked, but lots of people will very

willingly do it they are asked. If

you rely on posters & leaflets &

social media & people doing it 

themselves, you won’t recruit.

Instead get a nice person to ask 

people in a nice way & set up 

their support for them.



Key characteristics of the income from lottery & regular giving 

programmes are:

• Unrestricted income giving the charity the scope to use the income 

where it is most needed without strings or conditions. 

• A reliable & ongoing income year after year that can help with 

budgeting & planning.

• An inclusive supporter recruitment programme - because the 

amount is low, most people could give in an affordable easy way.

• The average donation amount per supporter is in excess of £300 –

its not just £1 per week it’s £300 over 6 years.

• It continues to grow in value  with ongoing investment but  also 

leaves a significant future income if recruitment is halted.

• During  the pandemic lockdowns, many charities lost nearly all of

their income from other fundraising sources such as retail or 

events but the supporters in the lottery & regular giving 

programmes kept contributing.

• Regular giving & lottery programmes are also resilient in the face 

of economic downturns because they involve only a small financial 

commitment (under £10 per month). Small regular donors keep 

giving when larger donation amounts may be vulnerable.

Income streams from small 
regular donor programme

A small regular donor 
programme with 20,000 

supporters generates £1m pa



Lottery & regular giving programmes are a relatively low-risk way to deliver a 

large recurring income & they offer a great return on investment, but they start

slowly.

It takes some time to make back the cost of acquisition – typically 15 months –

but after that the overheads are very low so the return grows month by month 

until after 6 years the RoI can be up to 500% or even more. Recruiting high 

retaining supporters is beneficial because it does shorten the length of time 

until the investment is repaid & it also increases the overall life-time return. 

Beyond that, the ROI continues increasing by about 100% per year as there are 

many supporters that continue until they pass i.e. may contribute for 20 or 30 

years or even more. There is a lack of reliable data about this but every hospice 

that has had a lottery for 20 years or more typically has 20 or 30% of 

supporters who joined in the 1st month. The actual lifetime value of each lottery 

player is almost certainly significantly greater than the £300 that we know 

about at this stage.

Small regular donor programmes 
give outstanding long term RoI



Small regular donor programmes 
can transform legacy income

Lottery & Regular giving supporters create a warm 

database of supporters to convert into legacy donors. 

The average legacy donation to charities is £28,000 & 

a well-run conversion campaign should convert 6% or 

more. 

That means that a lottery & regular giving programme with 20,000 supporters 

could easily yield in excess of £30 million in legacy donations in addition to an 

ongoing income of £1 million per year.

A small regular donor 
programme with 20,000 

supporters could yield £30m+ 
in future legacy donations

We think any charity looking to grow  its 

legacy programme should be integrating a 

face-to-face lottery & or regular giving 

programme into its legacy strategy. 

Conversion rates & cost per acquisition will be far better from a pool of existing, 

warm supporters who already know of the charity & its work & have 

demonstrated the ability & inclination to give in practice.

Face to face recruitment of regular supporters creates the pipeline for future 

legacy income.  It not only gives you an ongoing incoming its also an 

investment to create warm legacy leads for the future.



Face-to-face is the original 
outreach marketing strategy

Face-to-face can take a 
contact from introduction to 

support in just 1 contact

Almost no one joins a charity’s regular giving or 

lottery programme spontaneously but large 

numbers of people will do it if asked, & if asked 

in the right way. 

It is not only the only effective way to convert 

large numbers of people into donors, its also the 

best way to bring new supporters in. 

A good face-to-face fundraiser can listen & can be emotionally engaging, they 

can be responsive to the supporters’ interests or concerns, they can provide 

clarity & answer questions & they can qualify for vulnerability & route people to 

the right form of support for them. 

Typically, charities talk about needing at least 3 meaningful contacts to convert 

general support into actual assistance. That applies when it’s a media contact 

like a TV advert or a Facebook posting. But just a single in-person face-to-face 

ask will convert latent support into active support & will launch the supporter 

journey in the best possible way. But to do this you need the right people 

representing you & in the right way.



The case for face-to-face

Only face-to-face brings both
mass supporter recruitment 

& major added value

The primary reason that adult & children’s hospices are able to generate such 

large regular income from their lottery & Regular Giving programmes is because 

they have successfully invested in face-to-face recruitment of supporters.

We are aware of no local hospice or children's 

hospice that has grown its lottery or regular 

giving programmes by any significant amount 

without primarily using face to face recruitment.

Effective face to face is the ultimate outreach campaign – a walking, talking 

version of your impact report

• Effective personalised awareness raising of the charity & its work generally

• Effective promotion of any specific campaigns or events or activities or 

volunteering opportunities

• Increased one-off donations from those who don’t want to give regularly 

Recruitment via leaflets or social media typically yields dozens of supporters 

each year compared to the thousands that face-to-face recruitment can deliver.  

Supporters recruited face-to-face give twice as much as supporters recruited via 

other methods.

Face to face 
also brings 
massive added value



Why people worry about using
face-to-face supporter recruitment?
No one wants chuggers or double-glazing salespeople pestering 
patients or being associated with the hospital charity .
To change the face of face-to-face fundraising we start by changing 
who does face to face fundraising & how they do it.
Everything changes when you start by changing that.



Changing the face of
face-to-face fundraising

Excellent, sensitive face-to-face fundraising is all about who you have 

representing you. Its all about the people who are doing the job.

The average age of our fundraisers is 58 & is 2/3rds women. Our fundraisers 

are professional people who have life experience and are motivated to do a 

worthwhile job for a great cause.

They can engage people in conversations, listen & speak with authenticity & 

sensitivity about the importance of care & the difference the charity makes. 

They deliver the best supporter retention in the industry and are effective and 

sensitive ambassadors for your charity.



Working in Hospitals

On behalf of

Hospital charities



Because we have experience & expertise in working within hospitals, 

we know that a critical ingredient for success is to understand the  

environment of the hospital. Although there are common elements 

every hospital has its own distinctive characteristics & quirks. 

Part of our commitment to excellence is about caring about the 

details, so we like to really get to know the environment of each 

hospital & then we use that to deliver the smartest solution to deliver 

high quality supporters.

We will conduct a site survey that will enable us to identify the 

various locations that could be used for face-to-face fundraising & the 

times that this is most likely to be effective in each case e.g. when 

surgeries operate but also the physical constraints of each location & 

the traffic flow requirements.

The hospital environment



Its is not only about  footfall – linger time is also a factor for example. 

You can also customise the messaging to suit the department that 

you are working near using examples of charity impact that relate to 

say the eye hospital or the dentistry department etc. This  is part of 

the field insight that an experienced team,  working in partnership 

with staff on the ground can  bring.

You get to know the common directional questions to specialist wards 

or to facilities like toilets & cafes or where the car park ticketing 

machines are. Helping the patient experience not only just helps the 

hospital it is also a different mindset for the fundraiser & of course if 

people see you being helpful it does them more inclined to sign up 

with you. It’s a virtuous circle.

The hospital environment

This also means that we don’t over-

work areas & create cause fatigue or 

irritation & it means we can flex 

around other requirements such as 

other people using public spaces.



Knowing the charity
Because we have experience & expertise in working within hospitals we know 

that hospital charities do amazing things that make a real difference to the 

public & which really resonate with potential supporters.

One of the 1st things we do is seek to understand the charity, & specifically its 

past impact really well. Scanning through websites & impact reports to find the 

examples & the stories that we can use to recruit future supporters. These will 

typically cover a range of impacts from big to small covering medical equipment 

but also seemingly small enhancements to the patient experience. Different 

types of examples will connect with different people & they also should show 

how the charity uses funds to supplement & not to replace proper sate funding 

of the NHS & your local hospital.

We then deploy this information into every aspect of our campaign plan such as 

literature & pitch laminates, stands & displays, welcome emails, fundraisers 

training & even fundraiser recruitment. The past impacts of the charity and the 

difference they make are the “selling point”. 



For some people it will be the new piece of equipment that the charity could get 

sooner and the numbers of people that benefit that resonates with them. For 

others it will be extra comfortable chairs for dads in the maternity ward. For 

other it will be the art projects, or it might be extra toys and book in the 

children's ward, or it might be relocating lockers to make life easier for doctors 

& nurses in a specific ward or it might be improvements to the waiting areas. 

Occasionally it will be something really visible like the relocation of the 

helicopter pad. For many it will be the sheer number & variety of ways that a 

hospital charity benefits patients & visitors. 

Broadcasting your impact
Most Hospital charities have a massive impact. Many produce a great impact 

report full of great numbers, great examples and great stories. Unfortunately, 

these great messages don’t always reach as many people as we would like. 

But imagine if you can take all that material and deliver it in person and face to 

face. Suddenly all the effort starts to get much more traction, as you actually 

convert it into supporters and therefore income.

When our fundraisers are talking with potential supporters they can be cause 

led & not be “people selling a lottery”. This cause authenticity is vital in 

recruiting the high retention supporters that will yield the best return on 

investment. 

When people find out about what hospital 

charities do they really do want to support 

them & face-to-face is the best way to get 

that message out there & convert it into 

tangible support. Face to face is the bridge 

between the great work that hospital charities 

& the public who aren’t really aware of it & 

how to support it. 





Why we want to 
work on behalf of 
hospital charities



We feel working in hospitals is a specialism within the face-to-face sector. We 

believe that we have more hospital specific experience, practical insight & 

better values alignment than any other face to face agency.

We are a cause led fundraising company. We are passionate about raising funds 

for hospices & health charities. We specialise in fundraising sensitively for 

causes that are literally about life & death.

We recruit mainly older people with life experience who are motivated to do a 

job that is worthwhile for cause that they care about.

We are passionate about our NHS & many of us already have years of 

experience of working in hospitals for hospital charities. When we set up the 

Fundraising Partnership our medium-term strategy was to help hospital charities 

benefit from excellent face-to-face fundraising. 

We want to use our skills & expertise & passion to raise funds for hospital 

charities & we also just love the experience of being part of a hospital.

Kevin Mann Managing Director

It has been a privilege to work with & on behalf 

of hospitals charities in the past. 

We believe that we can help you raise a lot of 

money & take your message & brand out to the 

community.

Why we want to work 
for hospital charities



Diane Simmons has worked on behalf of 

several hospital charities over the last 5 

years in multiple hospital locations.

“I like to work but money is not my 

primary motivation at this stage of my 

career. I want to enjoy my work & feels 

its worthwhile & that is why I love 

working in hospital on behalf of hospital 

charities.

But I also love the people that you meet every day both patients & staff. So 

many stories, so many really lovely people & just so much always going on. You 

really feel part of something & you want to play your part too. 

I feel very proud & honoured to represent hospital Charites & to help them 

make a difference. I just absolutely love it.”

Why we want to work 
for hospital charities



Christine Walton has worked in various sales jobs all 

her working life & 8 years ago moved to working as  a 

charity fundraiser.

“ I had never thought of doing something like this 

before but now that I have its actually the best job 

that I have ever had”.

Using my skills for charities that make such a difference is very fulfilling, but 

also I just love being out there talking with people.

Hospitals are great because there is such a 

variety of different people. I love to hear their 

stories & experiences & there always so much 

going on. It a really exciting place to work & I 

like to really get to know about the hospital so 

I feel part of it, understand what different 

departments do but also so I can help people 

if asked.  

I get a real buzz from working in hospitals.”

Why we want to work 
for hospital charities



Richard Hill moved into charity fundraising 6 years ago 

after a career in the corporate world & has worked in 

several different hospitals for different charities.

“Like many people in Britain I am devoted to the NHS, so 

there is nothing I enjoy more than using my skills to give 

something back by raising funds to help more people.”

Hospital charities give you such great examples 

of the impact the charity has if you look for 

them. These can be crafted into really 

appealing, enjoyable & persuasive stories to 

share with people & recruit supporters.

I also feel it’s a place where sensitivity & tact 

are vital, so I really feel I am using all my skills 

& attributes when I work in a hospital.

I like to immerse myself in the world of 

each hospital, so I really feel rooted in 

it & I like to get to know the staff you 

see every day. 

It can be a challenge just to work out 

what all the different uniforms are!

Why we want to work 
for hospital charities

I have always made a real effort to become friendly with all the reception staff, 

the porters, the volunteers from the charity but also hospital friends. I want 

everyone to think - “Oh great Richard is in today” rather than “What are they 

doing there?”



Why we want to work 
for hospital charities

Nick Berg is the CEO of the Fundraising partnership 

but has also spent considerable periods of time 

working as a face-to-face fundraiser in various 

hospitals. 

I really believe that working within a hospital on 

behalf of a hospital charity requires an enhanced set 

of skills beyond those of face-to-face fundraising in 

other contexts and settings. 

Then over time you get to know the hospital better  - the regular staff and 

volunteers, you get more familiar with different types of patients, you sharpen 

us your sensitivity and vulnerability detection. I also took pride in helping the 

charity increase its one-off donations and its sales of branded merchandise.

What was most inspiring was talking about the impact each charity had, 

whether it was talking about equipment or just pointing at the giant badger 

sculptures behind me to explain the contribution of arts projects in hospitals.

When you start working in a hospital its almost overwhelming at first. There are 

so many signs & corridors, & uniforms & so many people wandering around & 

all kinds of things going on. I can remember the shock of seeing patients in 

handcuffs with security for the 1st time for example. It gave me scope to take 

my face-to-face fundraising skills to another level & as someone interested in 

method and technique and craft this was very satisfying.



Introducing 
The 
Fundraising 
Partnership



For Sue Ryder, how our supporters think & feel about us & our work is paramount & we 
must truly trust the fundraising agencies we partner with to put our needs first. The
expectations the general public has about charities & how they fundraise has changed &
we need to work with agencies that embrace that need to change.

As the UK Lottery & Regular Giving Manager for Sue Ryder & having set up & managed
charity lotteries over the last 10 years, I’ve worked with several agencies across the 
industry. I‘ve seen some exceptional practices but also some poor practices too. I have 
found thae truly exceptional agencies are few & far between. 

Whether any agency flourishes or fails is dependent upon its culture, upon its
management team, upon its fundraisers & the quality of their sign-ups. Recruiting poor-
quality fundraisers & managers will result in poor quality sales & lead to longer-term 
sustainability issues with attrition & complaints rising to unacceptable levels.

I have worked with the senior team at TFP for several years at previous agencies & 
know that they are the driving force for quality, compliance, & attention to detail & that
their values align with ours. The whole team is committed to driving sales & enhancing 
our brand through passionate interactions with the public & this meant that when they
stepped out to set up their own agency, I was delighted to bring them on board.

Having worked with TFP for 18 months, the quality of signups & low attrition ensure the
LTV of our lottery donors is increasing & the quality conversations they have are further 
enhancing our brand & reputation. Unlike other agencies, we have very few problems to 
deal with around public interactions & those we have are dealt with really well. 

They listen & are responsive & they are honest & open about what they can do & any 
challenges. TFP don’t say things that they don’t intend to deliver, & they really commit to 
everything that they do. This makes the relationship so much easier & better than with 
other agencies. The entire team is devoted to delivering for us from top to bottom & it 
shows in every interaction & every aspect of their work. No agency is more focused upon 
quality or has greater insight into what drives it & how to deliver it. They talk the talk, but 
they really do walk the walk too.



I am very proud to be the Claire House Individual Giving Manager, but I also feel very 

humble & I feel a real sense of responsibility.

At Claire House, we have a well-established lottery that has been built up over a number of 

years. It is now yielding over £1.3 million every year to support the local children & families 

that we care for. 

In the first half of 2021, we were just coming through lockdown periods where our lottery 

had been a main source of fundraising & had proved to be a vital income stream for our 

charity. We knew that we needed to grow our lottery & as The Fundraising Partnership were 

setting up, we had faith that they could help us to do this. It was a big step for us to engage 

with them but what convinced us then, & has been proved since, was their leadership & the 

quality of their work. 

The relationship we have with them is honest & open & they have responded positively to 

any challenge we have set them. They really understand us as a charity & all aspects of 

lottery face-to-face fundraising. This is a very well-led company with integrity & values that 

are aligned to Claire House, & this is shown in the excellent quality fundraisers they employ. 

As a result, we have a very high level of trust in The Fundraising Partnership to always do 

the right thing for Claire House.



Client list

As you can see, we specialise in working on behalf of health charities dealing with 

sensitive issues like end of life, bereavement, cancer & strokes. Many pf our 

charity partners are local charities that rely on fundraising from within the local 

community & where local reputation is paramount.



Partnership is at the 
heart of everything that 
we do. 

Our fundraisers connect 
the public to your 
charity as supporters.

We are also driven by 
our beliefs, mission, 
vision & values.

We are a values-led 
company & our values 
run through everything 
that we do.



We believe in 
Partnership & 

collaboration to 
deliver & improve

We believe 
passionately in the 

value of face-to-
face fundraising 

We believe the 
future of f-2-f will 

be about 
professionalism, 

sensitivity & 
adding long-term 

value

We believe in the 
value of inclusive & 
resilient low value 
regular donation 

fundraising

We know what we know,
what we are good at & what we don’t know. 
What we know is face-to-face fundraising

We believe in our charities –
we put their interests 1st

We respect & seek to learn from & with 
their staff.

We seek to make our colleagues look good!

For too many organisations their mission statements are interchangeable 
management buzzwords that could be used about any company in any industry 
- sounds good but says nothing.

Our corporate statements are different. We have thought about them, & they 
reflect what we feel & what we believe & are intended to make us distinctive. 

They are also our creed. We tell everyone about them, & we expect & want to 
be judged by them. They define our behaviours & choices. We are a values-
driven organisation & our values run through everything that we do.



Our mission is all about long-term sustainability in what we deliver. 
Delivering work-life balance for our fundraisers is part of our mission statement. 
Trust & delivering on our values is at the heart of our whole business strategy.

T h e  m i s s i o n  o f  t h e  f u n d r a i s i n g  
P a r t n e r s h i p  i s :  

t o  c r e a t e  a  s u s t a i n a b l e  b u s i n e s s  

t h a t  d e l i v e r s  a  s u s t a i n a b l e  i n c o m e  
f o r  c h a r i t y  p a r t n e r s  f r o m  h i g h  
r e t e n t i o n  s u p p o r t e r s  r e c r u i t e d  b y  
f a c e - t o - f a c e  f u n d r a i s i n g

&  a  s u s t a i n a b l e  w o r k - l i f e  b a l a n c e  
&  i n c o m e  f o r  o u r  f u n d r a i s e r  
p a r t n e r s  t o  l i v e  o n .

O u r  v i s i o n  i s  t o  b e :

t h e  m o s t  t r u s t e d  f u n d r a i s i n g  
a g e n c y  w o r k i n g  i n  f a c e - t o - f a c e  
c h a r i t y  f u n d r a i s i n g .  

W e  w i l l  a c h i e v e  t h i s  b y  t u r n i n g  
o u r  v a l u e s  i n t o  p r a c t i c e s

t o  c r e a t e  a  c o m p a n y  t h a t  
p r o v i d e s  s o m e t h i n g  f r e s h

&  i s  g e n u i n e l y  &  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  
b e t t e r  t h a n  a n y  o f  t h e  
a l t e r n a t i v e s .  

E m p l o y  g r e a t  P e o p l e
&  g i v e  t h e m  g r e a t  
t r a i n i n g  &  s u p p o r t  
t o  a c h i e v e  g r e a t  
r e s u l t s

D a t a  
+  E x p e r i e n c e  

=  I n s i g h t  
=  B e t t e r  r e s u l t s

E x c e l l e n c e c o m e s  

f r o m  l e a d e r s h i p ,  
+  s y s t e m s  
+  c u l t u r e



High supporter retention is written into our mission statement – it is part of our 
company DNA. Our supporter retention rates are emblematic of our company’s 
commitment to excellence. 

This form of fundraising has always been all about long-term RoI which is driven by 
retention which is driven by smart acquisition or smart recruitment.. We think we know 
more about retention than any other agency & are at the cutting edge of improving not 
just retention but how to gain added value from supporters.

We want to shift the paradigm of how people see lotteries & lottery players. That is 
why we choose to talk positively about retention rather than just passively accept 
attrition or treat supporter loss as random cancellations. Our Insight work is at the 
forefront of all of this.

Supporter retention is part of our messaging 
within all our staff recruitment & training –
there is a specific module about how lotteries 
deliver funds for charities & what drives 
supporter retention.

We have a retention model which we 
have developed to reflect the insight we 
have gained about those factors such as 
age & cause conviction

This is an ongoing project to build a 
team of fundraisers that arere 
“retention cognizant” rather than 
impose quotas or rules. 
Supporter retention is embedded in the 
company culture as a positive source 
of pride not an afterthought or a 
problem. It’s in the mind of our 
fundraisers as they are in the field.



At The Fundraising Partnership, we are 
passionate about the value of small amount, 
regular donations & the value of face-to-face 
recruitment of supporters. Our passion is for 
doing this as well as it can be done & we love 
the craft of doing it to an excellent standard. 
Only excellence delivers the full benefits & 
minimises the drawbacks. 

Insight is a blend of both data & experience & 
judgment. The more insight that you have into 
all aspects of the process the better the results 
that you can get. 

Using data to drive insight is far more than just seeking simple 
answers in numbers. It takes time & effort to generate useful data & 
the skill to interpret it & apply it.  That is why we have employed a 
dedicated data analyst to drive this work.

How you communicate insight to influence data is at least as 
important as how good the data is. We employ great people as 
fundraisers, & we seek to use data to help them be even more 
successful by sharing what we learn with them rather than imposing 
rules & quotas. 

So how we use data is a blend of our commitment to excellence with 
our skill in developing insight & our skill in managing people.



The data that we have is  used in our training & 
shared with each fundraiser at review 
meetings where we look at their own results & 
discuss them.

We create fundraisers who are retention 
cognizant, i.e. retention is in the back of their 
mind when they are at work. They have a feel 
for the age profile of supporters that they have 
recruited. They can tell you why that 
occasional younger supporter they have 
recruited is more likely to be reliable.

One of the challenges is to 
translate knowledge into 
behaviours in the field. By sharing 
the information that we have & 
blending it with observation we 
create a culture where supporter 
retention gets talked about. We 
repeat & re-iterate so that key 
messages become ingrained. 
Retention becomes part of the 
organisation’s culture.

We have invested in a data analyst to automate the processes that create these tables & 
graphs & slides. It also allows us to measure recruitment quality in real-time & predict 
the impact on long-term income for the charity.



One of the key challenges in seeking to improve retention is the time lag. For us 
looking at retention through 3 payments we typically don’t find out how we are 
doing until at least 5 months after the supporter was recruited. 

That makes it much harder to gauge performance & adapt fundraiser behaviour 
to drive improvement. Crude measures such as average age or double ratio are 
not actually good predictors. 

Introducing QIM & ERIC - The next stage in data modelling

That is where QIM comes in. QIM uses the same 
data we have about supporter retention related to 
ages & donation amount & uses that to predict 
retention or more specifically to measure the 
quality of sales Inputs on a weekly & monthly 
basis. The retention rates % for each of the 28 
segments becomes a decimal to multiply actual 
sales input by. 

QIM is our Quality Inputs 
Monitor. We can use it to 
more accurately assess the 
sales of all fundraisers week 
by week. We can also use it 
to predict likely retention & 
to benchmark & analyse the 
performance of fundraisers 
or a campaign. It is basically 
an integrated spreadsheet 
that auto-generates data & 
graphs week by week.



Introducing QIM & ERIC - The next stage in data modelling

Extend the model onwards, so you can 
track retention over several years by 
each age & amount segment & you 
have a much more accurate way to 
model lottery income. 

This is ERIC – Expenditure Return on 
Investment Calculator.

Given that lottery income is all about 
long-term RoI we want to know as much 
as possible about it.  

We need more accurate ways to calculate 
the true value of the supporters recruited 
by an agency & greater insight into how 
to manage the supporter journey to 
maximise return. 

The strength of a lottery cant be measured just by how many players are in it 
this week & the value of the work of an agency can’t just be measured by the 
number of lines sold last week.

Everything we have learned shows that the highest quality initial recruitment 
has a massive impact on the yield from the campaign. It is an example of 
GOBO- put garbage in & you will get garbage out. A focus on excellence & 
retention means our charity partners make considerably more money per 
supporter recruited.





Excellence in training…
Starts with recruitment

Our commitment to learning starts with the 
recruitment process itself.
Applicants are given videos about the job & 
the charity & the impact of lotteries.

All applicants attend a 2-hour observation, 
showing their & our commitment to 
learning, seeing what the job actually 
involves & seeing our values up close & in 
practice even before they are appointed.

All applicants are interviewed by 2 different 
people at different stages & we also get 
feedback from the person who has 
conducted the observation.

We start the compliance checks early 
enough so that no fundraiser starts in the 
field until right-to-work checks are 
completed a DBS is obtained, 2 written 
references are provided & a full CV review.



We provide outstanding training
Our new fundraiser training is comprehensive & exhaustive involving a 12-hour 
home study video programme & a series of tests totalling 100+ questions. 

The 9 modules include professional standards, sensitivity & vulnerability, 
excellence in retention & also a charity-specific module (in addition to an 
induction from the charity).

Fundraisers also complete a step-by-step guide to using the sales form & 
complete practice sign-ups & an extra rehearsal sign-up role play during a final 
zoom session. 

This zoom session also recaps & reiterates key messages around professional 
conduct & vulnerability using scenarios & exercises. 

Charity partners can be sent or sit in all or any part of the course at any time.

“I have done so much sales training in my career, 
but the TFP training was by far the best I’d ever done.”

“Very comprehensive & very clear.” 

“I even enjoyed doing the tests!”



Excellent Field training & support 
All fundraisers are closely supervised & supported across 
their 1st 2 weeks with us.

We use development coaches to support & encourage & to 
check everything last thing is done correctly over the 1st 2 
days. For every new fundraiser this is a special moment 
with a heady mix of excitement & anxiety.

We then blend return visits with phone calls & supporter 
calls to ensure that every new fundraiser is a credit to the 
charity & to give every person a full opportunity to learn 
the craft of face-to-face fundraising.

The support continues & we operate a high-contact model 
of field management – typically we speak to each 
fundraiser several times each day. Mostly its just keeping 
people happy & reducing the isolation of lone working –

“You may be working on your own,
But you should never feel alone.”

We also provide continual feedback from supporters who 
have completed the survey & from comments on 
verification calls. We commit to continual positive feedback 



We achieved the ISO 90001 standard within a few months of being established 
showing how building a quality framework was a priority from the outset.

It took a strong leadership commitment to excellence to choose to devote time 
to this at a time when there was so much else to do.

We use the ISO principles to drive our approach including a continual search for 
improvement, an evidence-led approach & a commitment to collaboration to 
bring learning & insight into the company.

We use the lessons learned tools to ensure that we improve even as a result of 
mistakes!

Our partnership model ensures we deliver outstanding relationship 
management for our clients.

Excellence runs through 
everything that we do 

like the lettering 
in a stick of rock. 



Compliance is a passion for us not a chore 
& we treat the minimum standards of 
regulatory bodies as only the foundation for 
excellence in ethical fundraising & 
professional conduct. Wherever we can we 
innovate to go much further than the 
minimum requirements

All the requirements are fully met & 
exceeded by our policies & practices.

It is the combination of policies, training & 
accountability that delivers excellence.

This means very, very few complaints for 
you to have to deal with & we always 
handle any issues thoroughly.



Policies are the foundation that underpins standards & drives 
excellence. 

We have all the required policies that any charity partner 
could want.

That includes data protection but also equality & diversity, 
environmental impact & money laundering & modern slavery.

Two of the most important are the Code Of Professional 
Conduct & the Sensitivity & Vulnerable Person policy. 

These really govern all aspects of how fundraisers behave & 
cover all compliance requirements. They are covered 
thoroughly in the training programme & tested, & they are 
also part of the employment contract for every fundraiser.



Policies need to be backed up by robust procedures.
We process map our business-critical policies & processes & have full business 
continuity plans.

A good example of this is the 
recruitment, selection & 
training journey for 
fundraisers.

We have devoted 
considerable time to 
mapping out this process, 
reviewing & refining it & 
using smart software like 
typeform & zappier to ensure 
that we provide a great 
candidate experience.

We also need to complete all of 
the required administration such 
as right to work & DBS checks & 
dispatch of equipment, clothing 
etc. before anyone starts in the 
field.
Our process & the dashboard 
help us stay on top of this & 
deliver to our standards. 
Our charity partners need to 
have confidence that our 
internal systems are robust & fit 
for purpose.



Sensitivity & Vulnerability

Sensitivity & Vulnerability are key compliance & reputational concerns for 
charities regarding face-to-face fundraising. We have translated all 
requirements & guidance into our policies & a specific training module.

The conversational sales style we use is all about seeking consent to talk & 
getting engagement in order to assess vulnerability. We don’t pitch “at” people or 
use “selling tricks”.

We specifically train people not just how to detect vulnerability but how to leave 
non-supporters positively & how to walk away from a potential sale.
We require fundraisers to have positive verification of the 3 Ms (below) within 
each conversation. 
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